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though both his father and his friend tried to persuade him that such
self-denial was not called for.
His early years coincided with the period of the revival of Hindu-
ism through the Brahmo Samaj and the Arya Samaj. Swami Daya-
nand, a son of Kathiawad, was then at the height of his fame. The
idea of anti-untouchability was spreading.
A scavenger named Uka, an untouchable, used to attend the
house of the Gandhis for cleaning latrines. Mohandas was forbidden
to touch the scavenger but though he was hardly twelve years old
would tell his mother that untouchability was not sanctioned by
religion. "How can that be when in the Ramayana one regarded
nowadays as an untouchable took Rama across the Ganges in his
boat ?" he argued.
During five years of his father's illness Mohandas nursed him and
listened to his discussions with Muslim and Parsi friends on their
respective faiths. He listened to the Ramayana of Tulsidas, "the
greatest book in all devotional literature", which was daily read to
Karamchand Gandhi, and thus developed a taste for religious books
of all faiths.
At the age of sixteen Mohandas lost his 63-year-old father, who
was then a pensioner of Rajkot state. Soon after Kasturbai bore a
baby but it died within three or four days.
In December 1887 Mohandas appeared for the matriculation
examination from the Ahmedabad centre and passed. Soon he joined
the Samaldas College at Bhavnagar, but found the studies difficult
and at the end of the first term he returned home.
A family friend suggested that Mohandas should proceed to
England and become a barrister. "The times are changed," he
argued. "And none of you can expect to succeed to your father's gadi
without having had a proper education." Mohandas jumped at the
idea of going abroad but his mother did not relish separation from
him. To put him off she suggested that he should first consult his
uncle, who was at Porbandar. Mohandas travelled all alone 120 miles
by bullock cart and on camel-back and reached his destination on
the fourth day, "It is your mother's permission that really matters/'
said the uncle to evade direct co-operation in the irreligious act of a
visit to England.
Mohandas wanted to qualify for the medical profession but his
elder brother opposed it* "We Vaishnavas should have nothing to

